Be A WJZ First Warning Weather Watcher

Join The WJZ First Warning Weather Watcher Network!

The WJZ Weather Watcher Network is a way for you to join the First Warning Weather Team. By sharing your weather observations, photos, and storm reports you will help us monitor weather conditions neighborhood by neighborhood, as it happens.

This exclusive information will be used by the WJZ First Warning Weather Team and we want you to be a part of it. If you find yourself taking amazing photos during a storm, capturing lightning strikes, measuring snow or observing unusual cloud formations, or just looking at the thermometer every day then you should be a First Warning Weather Watcher.

Already Registered? Login

User Registration

Tell Us About Yourself

First Name * Last Name *
First Name: Last Name:
Phone Number:
Phone Number (xxx)xxxxxxx:
Email *
e-mail@address.com:
Twitter Handle:
twitterhandle (optional):